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Abstract: Over the last few years, numerous approaches and tools have been developed to compute railway timetabling. However, robust solutions are necessary to absorb short disruptions mainly in single-line tracks. In this paper, we present some guidelines to measure robustness in railway timetabling. Two analytical formulae have been developed to measure robustness based on the study of railway infrastructure topology and time supplement/buffer time. Thus, each buffer time is pondered by some factors such as the weighting of each station in a running map, tightest tracks, number of subsequent trains, etc. This method is inserted in MOM1, which is a project in collaboration with the Spanish Railway Infrastructure Manager (ADIF).
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1. Introduction

Railway transportation has played a major role in the economic development of the last two centuries. It represented a major improvement in land transport technology and has obviously introduced important changes in the movement of freight and passengers. Over the last few years, railway traffic has increased considerably, which has created the need to optimize the use of railway infrastructures and to maintain robustness in railway timetabling. Thanks to developments in computer science and advances in the fields of optimization and intelligent resource management, railway managers can optimize the use of available infrastructures and study important railway features such as robust timetables and railway capacity.

The term "robust" refers to the ability to resist to "imprecision". In many decision processes it is needed to offer solutions with a certain level of robustness in order to maintain its feasibility in frameworks with incomplete or imprecise data. These data can be:

* Actual data or knowledge on the problem, which can not be known at the decision moment with the desired detail and certainty level.
* Future data, in a dynamic problem, since evolution of the problem is not exactly known in advance.

The idea of robust schedules consists in solutions that can tolerate a certain degree of uncertainty during execution. In other words, they should be able to absorb dynamic variations in the problem due to both external reasons (exogenous events), and internal reasons (false definitions in the problem) [16].

Our aim is to obtain a measure of robustness in railway timetabling. A timetable can have the characteristic that delayed trains will lead to considerable knock-on effects, whereas another configuration of the timetable may be able to absorb such effects more readily. Ensuring that the service can recover quickly when one train is delayed not only makes traveling more reliable but also means that train operators can in some cases avoid substantial penalties. To this end, we have identified the main parameters that are directly related to robustness. Some of them have been identified by railway operators based on their experience. These parameters have been inserted in some analytical methods to give us a measure of robustness. Furthermore, these methods have been compared with a simulation method to validate the obtained measures. Fig. 1 shows our study of robustness in railway timetabling. Given a real timetable, we obtain analytical measures of robustness. These measures give us a model of robustness that we can use to identify new criteria in optimization processes. Furthermore, we insert random delays in the real timetable in order to replan and study an empirical measure of robustness. Both analytical and empirical measures will be checked in order to validate the proposed analytical methods. This study gives us the robustness degree of the real timetable.

![Fig. 1. Robustness degree in railway timetabling by checking analytical and empirical methods.](http://www.dsic.upv.es/users/kusa/gps/MOM)

In this paper, we present robustness in two different frameworks: in section 2, robustness in general scheduling is presented; sections 3 shows some works related to robustness in railway scheduling. We present some factors that are directly related to robustness in railway scheduling in section 4. To measure robustness, we briefly present in section 5 some methods such as stochastic programming, analytical methods and...
empirical methods. Section 6 shows some new definitions of robustness and some analytical approaches to measure robustness in railway timetabling. Finally in section 7 we present some conclusions and further works.

2. Robustness in Scheduling

Research efforts aimed at generating solutions and quality robust schedules in combination with an effective reactive scheduling mechanism are still in a burn-in phase.

Even though different approaches have been pursued so far, the concept of robustness for scheduling solutions, as well as in other areas, remains vague and not well defined. In fact, it is possible to note different definitions of robustness in scheduling with respect to the different aspects that are taken into account. Some of these definitions have emphasized the ability to preserve some level of solution quality. For instance, in [13], the robustness of a solution is defined with respect to the ability to preserve the solution quality, that is, the completion time or makespan.

An intuitive approach to obtain robust schedules consists in adding redundancy to the solution. A first example is represented by [13] where a genetic algorithm for producing robust schedules in the case of job shop problems is described. The authors define an evaluation function, which is used in the algorithm to synthesize robust solutions, according to the actual makespan of the schedule during the execution and the schedule delay. A typical technique, from the general scheduling theory, consists of introducing time slacks in the execution of the tasks [7]. Another alternative is to build an explicit set of complementary solutions and in each moment to use the most suitable solution according to the current state [8]. The method proposed in [19] and [17] consists in the creation of a partial order schedule that provides a certain degree of robustness due to the fact that maintains temporal flexibility.

Nicola in [16] aims at increasing the robustness by introducing flexibility in the scheduling generation phase. Flexible solutions consist of a set of possible schedules that can be followed during the execution and, at the same time, that are guarantee of an easy and fast recovery of the current situation if necessity. In fact, they are concerned with the generation of schedules that offer some degree of robustness in the face of a dynamic and uncertain environment.

In [20], authors provide a distinction of robustness according to the following two characteristics: quality robustness and solution robustness. The first is a property of a solution whose quality does not change much from the initial one when small changes in the problem occur. The latter, instead, occurs when in the same situation (small changes) a solution does not deviate much. Then, the authors conclude that the two robustness concepts can be viewed in two different spaces: the objective function space and solution space respectively for quality and solution robustness.

3. Robustness in Railway Timetabling

As we pointed out before, there exist some definitions about robustness in scheduling and also robustness in railway timetabling, which are understood in many different ways. Norio in [21] gives another definition of robustness: "A timetable is robust if we can cope with unexpected troubles without significant modifications". Furthermore, this author consider several robustness indexes for each level (see Fig. 2). In most cases, the main disruptions occur in level 0 due to some disruptions. Higher levels do not occur frequently and they need railway rescheduling.

In [4], Carey describes various heuristic measures of stability that can be employed at early planning stages. In [5], Carey and Carville present a simulation model used for testing schedule performance regarding the probability distribution of so-called secondary delays (knock-on effects) caused by the primary delays, given the occurrence of these and a schedule. The model is used for evaluating schedules with respect to the ability to absorb delays. The super-models were introduced in [9] as a scheme to measure the stability degree of a solution. This idea is extended to constraint satisfaction problems in [10] with the super-solution concept.

Nevertheless, due to the fuzzy definition about robustness in scheduling in general and in railway timetabling in particular, some simulation studies have been generated to evaluate robustness. In [22], Vroman, Dekker and Kroon present concepts of reliability in public railway systems. Using simulation, they test the effect of homogenizing lines and number of stops in timetables. Mattsson [14] presents a literature study on how secondary delays are related to the amount of primary delay and the capacity utilization of the rail network. Hooghestra and Teunisse [11] presents a prototype of a simulator used for robustness study of timetables at the Dutch railway network. The simulation prototype is called the DONS-simul­ator and is used for generating timetables. Similarly, in [15] Middelkoop and Bouwman present a simulation model, Simone, for analysing timetable robustness. The model simulates a complete network and is used to identify bottlenecks.

Railway timetabling is one of the main stages in railway management (see Fig. 3), where many feedback loops may be necessary:

Particularly, the timetabling generation phase has two inter-related steps:

I. Operator phase: This process is performed by railway operators in order to obtain optimal timetables for their own trains with the objectives of: to minimize waiting times among passenger connections, optimize rolling-stock and crew scheduling, optimize customer requirements, etc. This is a user-oriented timetabling.
II. Infrastructure manager phase: The request of all operators should be optimized satisfying robustness, operational and traffic constraints with the goal of optimizing service demands.

The concept of robustness should be considered in relation to each one of the above phases. In general, there are two approaches to prevent and manage the incidences that can occur in execution phase of any plan:

1. **Proactive**: it is directly related to the concept of robustness. The goal is to obtain robust plans. A commonly admitted definition of robustness is: "A robust plan is a plan that, given typical incidences in the environment, maintains its feasibility and as much as possible the optimality of the initial solution, at least with few meaningful changes". However, due to the fuzzy definition, some questions are straightforward:

   - Which are 'typical incidences'? According to railway manager experience, it is very difficult to characterize causes of incidences and disruptions, except for the fact that the most common disruptions are between 1 and 5 minutes long.
   - Which are 'few meaningful changes'? They are needed changes to restore the plan to the initial plan. Then, possible measures of robustness could be the required time interval until the initial plan is restored, or how many trains are affected, or the average delay of the trains.

2. **Reactive**: it is usually performed on-line when incidences cannot be absorbed by a robust plan. Therefore, the goal of this approach is the re-planning of the previous plan according to the incidences in order to minimize the effects of incidences such as secondary delays, and recover to the normal plan operation as soon as possible. Thus, the reactive approach is related to the on-line re-planning and delay management concepts.

4. How to Obtain Robust Timetables

Several methods can be applied in order to obtain robust timetables. Some of them are:

4.1 To Decrease Optimality

The robustness of the timetable against small disturbances can be improved by optimally allocating time supplements and buffer times in the timetable. This is a frequent method that implies adding additional buffer times in the travel times of each train in each track section of its journey. For instance, Fig. 7 shows a real timetable for a train in ADIF.

![Real timetable from a Spanish train](image)

Where:

- **Train (in minutes)** is the minimum travel time for each track section (it is obtained from physical data and dynamic models of tracks and trains).
- **Trip (in minutes)** is the basic travel time. Trip introduces a user-defined slack (it is obtained from manager's experience) for robustness purposes. Infrastructure managers call it 'security margin'.
- **Toc** is the extra-time for current maintenance operations in tracks.
- **Tco (in mms)** is the final rounded travel time for the train in the track (in this example, operational constraints require travel times rounded to 30').

The added slacks in Trip give some robustness $R(x)$ to the timetable. However, these slacks increase the global travel time $F(x)$. Thus, there exist a direct relation between the function $F(x)$ to optimize and the timetable robustness $R(x)$ [3]: robustness is increased $R(x)-R(x^*)$ at expenses of a loss of optimality $F(x^*)-F(x)$.

Currently, slacks are introduced according to historical experience of infrastructure manager. Therefore, some questions are:

- Where should slack be introduced in order to maximize $R(x)-R(x^*)$ versus $F(x^*)-F(x)$?
- Should they be uniformly introduced?
- Which relation exists between $R(x)$ and $F(x)$ in each timetable?, etc.

4.2 To Decrease Capacity

Robustness is obtained decreasing the theoretical capacity of the infrastructure. It is especially useful in the case of double tracks. Decreasing capacity is also other usual method applied by railway infrastructure managers, as the UIC methods proposed by the International Union of Railways [UIC96, UIC04] do.

Railway managers know that scheduling as many trains as theoretical capacity says is not viable. However, they have to make the best use of the expensive railway infrastructures. Trade-off between capacity and reliability/robustness, in other words, between the 'physical maximum' level of capacity and the 'economically optimal' level of capacity is a key point in operational management contexts [1].

For instance, Fig. 5 is a well-known graphic for railway managers. Clearly, as greater capacity is used, greater will be
the risk of secondary delays due to incidences. Thus, the idea is not to use the infrastructure at the maximum level of capacity (theoretical capacity), but with a practical capacity limit. Thus, Robustness is increased \( R(x) - R(x^*) \) at expenses of a loss of capacity \( C(x^*) - C(x) \).

However, there are no clear standards about how this trade-off can be modeled. For this purpose, application of simulation methods seems to be an appropriate way to evaluate the trade-off between capacity and reliability. A stochastic model relating delays and capacity can be found in [12].

![Fig. 5. Main parameters related to robustness](image)

### 4.3 To Decrease Heterogeneity

Railway traffic is considered to be homogeneous if all trains have similar characteristics, especially the same average speed per track segment, resulting from the running times and the stopping times. However, for large railway networks, railway traffic cannot be fully homogeneous due to freight and passenger trains share the same infrastructure. If there are large differences in the timetable characteristics of the trains on the same track, then the railway traffic is called heterogeneous [22]. Due to heterogeneous trains share the same infrastructure over large distances, timetabling becomes very complicated. Heterogeneity usually leads to many small headway times, which may increase delay propagation in the operations so that robustness decrease. It is generally accepted in practice that the heterogeneity resulting from the line plan and the timetable has a negative influence on the punctuality and the reliability of a railway system (UIC, 2004). Thus, homogeneous trains increase robustness and heterogeneous trains decrease robustness.

### 4.4 Trade-off Between Optimality/Capacity and Robustness

Thus, according to the previous points, there is a clear trade-off between optimality/capacity and robustness, as the known price of robustness [3]. All these parameters: robustness, capacity, optimality and also heterogeneity are directly related (see Fig. 5). As we have pointed out, the robustness can be increased by decreasing capacity, optimality and heterogeneity.

Furthermore, different timetables with near-to-optimal travel times can be obtained due to there exist many traffic operations (commercial stops, overtaken, crossings, replacements, etc.) which are responsible for generating different timetables. Thus, we should choose the most robust timetable among alternative timetables with similar and near-to-optimal travel times.

Here, we need some analytical or empirical functions to characterize robustness of each timetable. The goal is to obtain a better configuration of timetables, without penalizing travel time of trains.

Fig. 7 shows an example of two timetables with the same amount of additional buffer time. However, the left timetables seems to be more robust that the right one. Thus, we can generate several timetables and select the more appropriate one depending on operator requirements.

### 5. How to Measure Robustness?

As was pointed out, a clear trade-off among capacity, optimality and robustness exists. We can measure optimality of a function. For instance, in our case:

\[
F(x) = \sum \text{travel times for all trains in the timetable.}
\]

Likewise, we can obtain theoretical capacity of a rail network \( C(x) \), as well as the used capacity of a given solution. However,

- How the robustness of a solution \( R(x) \) can be measured?
- How can we quantify robustness of timetables?
- How can we assure that a timetable is more robust that other?

We can point out several ways:

### 5.1 Stochastic Programming Model

Stochastic programming is an approach for modeling optimization problems that involve uncertainty. Whereas deterministic optimization problems are formulated with known parameters, real world problems almost invariably include parameters which are unknown at the time a decision should be made. Stochastic programming models are similar in style but try to take advantage of the fact that probability distributions governing the data are known or can be estimated.

In railway timetabling, it is assumed that the process times, in the timetable generation phase, are deterministic. However, the real-time process times in the operations are stochastic. Difficulties of stochastic programming method, in railway timetabling, are pointed out in [12]. Although in simpler contexts it can be applied, we consider very difficult obtaining a model and applying stochastic programming in periodic and no-periodic timetables with very complex capacity and traffic constraints.

### 5.2 Analytical Methods

They consist of measuring 'certain characteristics' of timetables to evaluate its robustness.

There are several analytical methods to evaluate robustness in general scheduling problems. These methods require metrics that characterize the robustness of solutions. In [23] the flexseq metric is proposed, that consists on counting the number of activity pairs that are not directly related; In [6] a fit metric that measures the roominess associated to each activity is defined; Nicola et al. [18] give a metric to measure the impact caused by an incidence; etc.

Although these analytical methods could provide a quicker way to measure robustness, they are not valid in railway con-
text and they do not correctly describe the robustness of a railway timetable.

In a more specific railway context, analytical measures such as SSHR and SAHR has been developed to evaluate the homogeneity of a timetable assuming the relation between this factor and the propagation of delays due to interdependencies between trains [22]. Carey [4] proposes to use dispersion measures of the inequality of headway times. These measures of robustness are especially useful in the case of double track lines. However, additional measures have to be developed in case of overtaking or in the case of single track lines. They must be based on the existing slack time with respect to the minimum reception time between two crossing trains.

5.3 Empirical Methods: Simulation

This method is related to "what-if" analysis. The method consists of simulating incidences in a timetable, next re-planning and to evaluate the effect on the final timetable (as the difference with the initial one).

Thus, the robustness of a solution R(x) can be assessing by:

I. the average delay of trains due to a set of incidences.
II. the required interval time until the initial plan is restored.

This empirical method requires:
I. A real-world problem simulator to generate incidences, to compute the knock-on delays and re-planning the timetable.
II. Initial sets of timetables and data sets (benchmark) of realistic incidences. At this point, collaboration with an on-line infrastructure manager remains very important.

From these results, we could estimate (or validate) which are the main parameters that affects timetabling robustness (train velocity, heterogeneity, used capacity, configuration of signalling controls, etc.) and to assess how timetabling robustness is affected upon variation of these parameters. Perhaps then, it would be possible to obtain analytical conclusions and to draw a model of Robustness versus Optimality/Capacity.

6. Analytical Approaches for Robust Timetabling

In this section, we present two analytical approaches to measure robustness in railway timetabling. To this end, we give first two new definitions of robustness related to time. These definitions are based on the upper bound of the delay of trains in a timetable. Thus, these definitions are a function of time. The user selects an upper bound, and the function returns a percentage of robustness.

Definition 1: We define t-robustness of timetable x (Robust(x,t)) as the percentage of disruptions lower than t time units that the timetable is able to tolerate without any modifications in traffic operations (crossing, overtaken, etc).

Definition 2: Following the definition given by Nicola [16], a timetable is (t,k)-robust if upon an disruption lower than t time units, it is able to return to the initial stage after k time units.

For instance, given a timetable x, if user selects t = 120 seconds, by using definition 1, R(x,120) = 40% means that 40% of disruptions can be absorbed without any modifications in traffic operations such as crossing, overtaken, etc. However if t = 180, then the percentage of robustness decreases R(x,180) < R(x,120) due to the fact that the probability of absorbing higher disruptions is lower. Fig. 9 shows the behavior of two different timetables.

6.1 Parameters to Measure Robustness

In this section we will identify the main parameters that we will take in consideration to measure robustness in railway timetabling:

- **buffer time** is the temporal interval in which a train is stopped and it is not carrying out any traffic operation. This slack is assigned by railway operators in certain stations to absorb disruptions that have been carried out in these stations or previous stations. As the number of buffer times increased the optimality decreased, but robustness must increase.

- **Time supplement** is the additional time included in the travel time of a train on each track. Without loss of generality, we assume that time supplements are included in the travel time of a train on each track.

- **Number of trains.** In timetables composed by a high number of trains is more probably that a disruption occurs. Indeed, capacity and robustness are opposed terms, so that less capacity (less number of trains) implies higher robustness.

- **Number of commercial stops.** The number of commercial stops is directly related with the number of disruptions. As the number of commercial stops increase, the number of possible disruptions also increase.

- **Flow of passengers.** Some stations are more important than others. Stations in large cities are used by a larger number of passengers than stations in small villages. There is more probability that disruptions occur in high loaded stations. Furthermore this parameter also depends on trains. Railway operator can give us a disruption probability for each train in each station. Thus, it is very appropriate assigning buffer times in high loaded stations.

- **tuple <train, station, hour>.** This parameter is very close to the former one. There exist rush hours where stations are collapsed and disruptions appear. Thus it is very appropriate to assign buffer times in these locations in these rush hours.

- **Tightest tracks.** The tightest track is considered as the longer distance track. Thus, if there exist a large single track between two consecutive stations s1 and s2, and a train is travel from s1 to s2, all trains in opposite direction must wait in station s2 for a long time. Thus, it is convenient to maintain buffer times in both stations that compose the tightest track in order to absorb disruptions.

- **Some other parameters.** There exist some other parameters that must be taken into account. These parameters are: age of trains, infrastructure maintenance, etc.

6.2 Two Analytical Proposals

As we pointed out before, as the number of buffer times increase the timetabling robustness might also increase. Thus, a
very preliminary approach of measure of robustness would be sum all buffer times of a timetable $x$
\[ R(x) = \sum_{T=1}^{T} buffer_i \]

Therefore, given two timetables $x$ and $y$, if $R(x) > R(y)$ ⇒ timetable $x$ might be more robust than timetable $y$. However, this tentative approach is very weak and it is not a good measure of robustness due to it does not take into consideration all above parameters. Fig. 7 shows two timetables with the same amount of buffer time. However, it is reasonable to say that the left timetable is more robust that the right timetable. So we must take into account the above parameter to obtain a more specific analytical method to measure robustness.

![Log-normal distribution](image)

**Fig. 6. F(S): weighting in stations**

**Proposal 1.** The first analytical method is given in the following formula:

\[ R(x) = \sum_{T=1}^{NT} \sum_{S=1}^{NS} Buffer_{TS} \times \text{Flow}_{ST} \times TT_S \times NSuc_{ST} \times f(S); \]

where: $R(x)$: Robustness of timetable $x$.

$T$: train.

$NT$: number of trains

$S$: station

$NS$: number of stations;

Buffer$_{TS}$ : buffer time of train $T$ at station $S$.

Flow$_{ST}$: percentage of passenger flow in train $T$ and station $S$. This weight is normalized to range between 0 and 1.

TT$_S$: probability of tightness of track between station $S$, $S + 1$. Thus, given a timetable with $k$ tracks, the tightest track has $TT_1 = k/k = 1$, the second tightest track has $TT_2 = k-1/k$, and so on. For instance, given a timetable with 21 stations, there exist 20 tracks. The tightest track is labeled to 1; the second tightest track is labeled to 0.95, the third is labeled to 0.9, and so on. Finally, the loosest track is labeled to 0.05.

NSuc$_{ST}$ : probability of trains that may be disrupted by train $T$. To this end, we will estimate a percentage of allowed delay.

$f(S)$ is a formula similar to a log-normal distribution. This function gives preference to stations where crossing are more probable to occur. This function depends of $S$, $NS$ and $\mu$ that represents the average number of stations.

\[ f(S) = e^{-\frac{(\log(S)-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}} \]

Fig. 6 presents the weighting of each station in a running map. It can be observed that the curve represents a log-normal distribution. The higher weightings are given to stations in the center of the running map. This is due to the fact that these stations are more probable that crossings and overtaking occur. Thus, buffer times at the beginning and center stations are more appropriate to absorb primary disruptions.

All these weightings constitute a new measure of robustness, due to each buffer time is pondered by these weightings. Furthermore, each parameter is ranged between 0 and 1 in order to give the corresponding importance to each parameter.

![Two alternatives: both with buffer time: 220 seconds](image)

**Fig. 7. Two timetables with different configurations but same amount of buffer time**

**Proposal 2.** The second analytical method is related to the definition 1 presented above. This method gives us a time-dependent indicative measure of how good the timetable behavior is when unexpected disruptions occur. As Norio presents in [21], there exist some several robustness indexes for each level (see Fig. 2). Here, we consider different percentages of robustness for different sizes of disruptions. A disruption of 3 seconds in a train can be absorbed by practically all timetables. However disruptions of 50 minutes in a train could affect a significant proportion of the fleet. Finally, disruptions of 200 minutes in several trains could generate cancelations or large disturbances in the timetable.

**Function Nabsorbed disruptions($x$, $t$)**

**Input:** timetable $x$, matrix of crossing/overtaken, matrix of buffer times, time $t$

**Output:** Number of absorbed disruptions

forall $train-i$

forall $station-j$

$k=j$;

while(not crossing/overtaken[$train-i$, $station-k$])

$\text{total} = \text{total} + \text{buffer}[$train-$i$, $station-k$];

$k++$;

remaining[$train-i$, $station-j$]=total - $t$;

if remaining[$train-i$, $station-j$]>0;  
absorved++;

end

end

return absorbed;

**Algorithm 1: Number of absorbed disruptions**

Thus, a second analytical method is given in the following formula:

\[ R(x, t) = 100 \times \frac{\text{Nabsorbed disruptions}($x$, $t$)}{T_S} \]

where, $\text{Nabsorbed disruptions}($x$, $t$) studies all crossings and overtaken and returns the number of disruptions that can be

absorbed with the available buffer times. The pseudo-code of this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. Given a timetabling, a matrix of crossing/overtaken, a matrix of buffer times and a time point, the algorithm calculates the number of absorbed disruptions by traversing each station for each train.

7. Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our robustness approaches on real timetables from the Spanish railway infrastructure. To this end, we carry out the following steps on each railway timetable.

Fig. 8. Original Timetable

I. Select a random timetable with single line, a significative number of stations and heterogeneous trains in order to study the robustness of this timetable. This timetable will be define as Original Timetable.

II. Add buffer times randomly on the timetable. Thus, we select a significative amount of global buffer time to distribute over the timetable in different buffer times. This timetable will be called Timetable A.

III. Repeat the above step to generate another timetable with the same amount of global buffer time but distributed in other stations. This timetable will be called Timetable B.

IV. Execute our robustness simulator to study the behavior of both Timetable A and Timetable B. The simulator assigns randomly a disruption of size d every t minutes and it returns important information such as the time needed to recover.

V. Apply the analytical above formulae to both Timetable A and Timetable B.

VI. Compare obtained results over both Timetable A and Timetable B.

VII. Conclude which timetable is more robust.

Let’s see these steps over a real Spanish timetable (see Fig. 8). This timetable is composed by 10 stations and 4 halts. There are 11 trains in down direction and 16 trains in up direction. We have inserted several buffer times in regions of this timetable. Thus, from the Original Timetable, we have generated two different timetables: Timetable A (see Fig. 10) and Timetable B (see Fig. 11). Timetable A was generated by inserting, from the Original Timetable, buffer times on the beginning stations.

Fig. 9. Percentage of robustness of Timetable A and Timetable B using formula (2).

Fig. 10. Timetable A with random buffer times on the beginning stations

Timetable B was generated by inserting, from the Original Timetable, buffer times on the middle stations.

Let’s see these steps over a real Spanish timetable (see Fig. 8). This timetable is composed by 10 stations and 4 halts. There are 11 trains in down direction and 16 trains in up direction. We have inserted several buffer times in regions of this timetable. Thus, from the Original Timetable, we have generated two different timetables: Timetable A and Timetable B. Timetable A was generated by inserting, from the Original Timetable, buffer times on the beginning stations. Timetable B was generated by inserting, from the Original Timetable, buffer times on the middle stations.

Then, Timetable A and Timetable B were evaluated by using formulae (1) and (2). Formula (1) gave the following results.

- $R(A) = 25.3$
- $R(B) = 32.7$

So, we can conclude by using Formula (1) that Timetable B is more robust than Timetable A. However this formula does not return a measure of robustness for a timetable. It only compare two timetables and return which is more robust.

Formula (2) is a function over time t to measure the percentage of robustness. We have evaluated this function by increasing t from 2 minutes to 100 minutes. Fig. 9 shows the behavior of both timetables. It can be observed that as the maximin delay t increased, the percentage of robustness decreased in both timetables. However, Timetable B was more
robust than Timetable A in all instances. Thus, by using this formula, we can also conclude that Timetable B is more robust than Timetable A.

![Timetable B with random buffer times dispersed on the middle stations](image)

Fig. 11. Timetable B with random buffer times dispersed on the middle stations

To validate these results, we have simulated the behavior of both timetables in order to study the global delay of both timetables. To this end, the simulator randomly inserted a disruption every one hour over the timetable. The size of disruptions was increased from 1 minute to 100 minutes. Fig. 12 shows the total delay on Timetable A and Timetable B. For short disruptions, both timetables had similar behaviors, but for higher disruptions, the total delay of Timetable A was higher. Thus, we can assume that Timetable B is more robust than Timetable A.

![Delay in Timetable A and Timetable B caused by disruptions using simulation](image)

Fig. 12. Delay in Timetable A and Timetable B caused by disruptions using simulation.

These formulae have been applied over several Spanish timetables with different topological characteristics (number of trains, number of stations, train heterogeneity, etc.). The obtained results have been compared with the simulation tool to validate the above formulae.

8. Conclusions and Further Work

Robustness of a railway timetable is an indicative measure of how good a timetable is due to robust timetables allows the railway operators to cope with unexpected disruptions which normally occur on a daily basis. A timetable can have the characteristic that delayed trains will lead to considerable knock-on effects, whereas another configuration of the timetable may be able to absorb such effects more readily. In this paper we have presented the main parameters that can be directly related to robustness in single-line tracks. Railway operators (based on their expertise) help us to determine the most important parameters and they have been included in our analytical formulae to compare and measure robustness. We have checked these approaches with a simulation tool to validate the obtained results. We will study some other features that can be involved to measure robustness. To this end, we must analyze the historical data about disruptions (given by railway operators) to obtain useful statistics to improve our formulae.
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